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Punches & dies are critical components  
in press tooling. 

They ensure proper cutting, bending, and forming 
of your parts, guaranteeing quality, precision, and 

efficiency. 

With over 16,000 in stock blanks tailored  
to your specifications, we offer a diverse range suited  

to your needs, available in our 6 standard shapes  
or custom-made according to your drawings. 

Whether you need standard or custom-made punches, 
we are a reference partner.
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Cutting dies
In tandem with punches, cutting dies ensure precise cutting, 
folding, or forming of your pieces. 
Our standard cutting dies are available as blanks in stock and machined 
according to your needs. 

We also create custom dies based on your drawings to meet all your 
requirements.

Cutting punches
Cutting punches are the active elements of your tool, enabling 
proper cutting, folding, or forming of your pieces.  
Our range of standard cutting elements is available in our catalogue with over 
9,000 punches references kept in stock and machined to your specifications. 

We also create custom punches according to your drawings to meet all your 
needs.
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Punch holder
The standard punch holder from Porter Besson ensures proper 
positioning, guidance, and stability of the punch during the 
stamping operation in a press, resulting in precise and efficient 
part fabrication.
AMDL keeps a wide range of punch holders in stock, conforming  
to international standards and norms.

Accessories
Our punches and dies 
accessories complement  
our standard P&D range.
These include fastening elements, 
extractors, and various other 
accessories. 

Explore our range of supplementary 
components!

More  
informations 
on our website
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AMDL Cooperative
AMDL is a cooperative company (SCOP)  
that is born from the takeover of MDL Europe 
by 45 employees in October 2022  
and is located in Issenheim, Alsace. 

AMDL has specialized for over 30 years  
in large dimensions precise machining,  
as well as in the manufacturing and distribution 
of standard press tooling components under 
the MDL and Porter Besson brands.

Production site  
and logistics center 
Our production site and logistics center  
are located in the Florival industrial zone,  
in Issenheim, Alsace (France). They are served 
by two major roads and located less than  
20 minutes from the German and Swiss 
borders.

On this site, we carry out:
•  all your orders for machining plates,

die sets, and punches & dies,

•  worldwide shipments from our logistics
center where we stock our entire range 
of standard components and accessories 
from the MDL and Porter-Besson brands.
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AMDL 
Key figures

10KPRODUCTS

With over 10,000 references 
in stock, we can deliver  
all our standard lines  
within 48 hours.

30MACHINES

Our fleet of over 30 machines 
allows us to offer a wide 
variety of operations  
while remaining flexible.

45TEAM MEMBERS

With a constantly growing 
team of over 45 individuals, 
we work together to meet 
our clients’ needs day  
after day.

30YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Drawing from the expertise 
of MDL Europe and Porter 
Besson, we specialize  
in press tooling, from guide 
elements to cutting tools. 

3KCUSTOMERS

We work every day 
to satisfy our 3000+ 
customers.
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AMDL SCOP SA 
Aire d’activités du Florival
9 rue de l’Oberwald 
F-68500 ISSENHEIM
+33 (0)3 89 74 24 24
info@amdl-eu.com

www.amdl-eu.com

Our range 
of standard 
components
Our products are known 
worldwide for their 
quality and reliability. 
For more information, 
explore our articles 
by consulting the 
datasheets.
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